Effects of end-stage renal disease and aluminum hydroxide on temazepam kinetics.
The kinetics of temazepam, 30 mg, were evaluated in 11 patients with end-stage renal disease. Age ranged from 18 to 65 years. On two occasions separated by 1 week, single oral 30 mg doses of temazepam were given once with water (TM) and once with 3600 mg aluminum hydroxide gel (TM + AHG). There were no significant differences in the maximum plasma concentration, the time to reach maximum concentration, or elimination rates between TM and TM + AHG dosing. In approximately half the subjects there were secondary temazepam peak concentrations. In the remaining subjects, temazepam elimination was biphasic, with the terminal t1/2 ranging from 11 to 77 hours. There was a lag time before absorption in all subjects. The percent free temazepam in plasma from dialysis subjects ranged from 4.4% to 8.8% (mean = 5.9%). Compared with literature reports of subjects with normal renal function, the maximum plasma concentration was lower and the percent free temazepam was higher in dialysis subjects. When sedation score was plotted against plasma temazepam concentration, there was clockwise hysteresis consistent with tolerance or adaptation to effects of the drug. Thus aluminum hydroxide gel does not affect temazepam absorption. The clinical significance of the low plasma concentrations and high free temazepam fraction in dialysis subjects is uncertain.